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1. Introduction 
There are about two major ways in which the phrase 'serial verb 
construction' (SVC), for which the term 'serialization' stands in the 
title, has been used in the linguistics literature at large. First is 
the African linguistics tradition,' followed by the majority of stud-
ies on S\'Cs in Atlantic creoles from Bendix (1972) to Byrne (1987) and 
Sebba (1987), passing through Jansen et al. (1978). 2 According to 
this, a SV(' is, roughly and without the semantic aspect of the defini-
tion (disputed below), a sequence of verbs or VPs in a sentence which 
are interC'onnected by no coordinating nor subordinating marker (free 
or bound) and which all share the same subject.• Second is the Sinol-
ogist tradition according to which, as stated by Hansell (1986), SVCs 
'are series of two or more VPs, sharing cOllfllon arguments •.. with no 
overt marking of linkage' (see also Li & Thompson 1978, 1981 at least 
for a confirmation of the spirit of the definition).• 
Belo1-., using data from Gullah, I raise questions on the signifi-
cance of the semantic component of particularly the Africanist defini-
tion of S\rs. I argue that the Sinologist tradition is the least 
arbitrary definition and probably the closest to being adequate. I 
defend the position that SVCs constitute a heterogeneous bag of struc-
tural and semantic phenomena, and they should be defined in strictly 
syntactic terms, with emphasis on the sequencing of VPs without a 
connector and not on structural relations. Like the semantic aspect 
of serialization, phrase structure, which should be allowed to vary 
from SVC to S\'C, is relevant only to the identification of specific 
kinds. 
Addressed below is also the question of whether serialization is 
cotenninou:s with subordination, a syntactic strategy whereby a clause 
functions as a complement either of a verb in a higher clause or of a 
preposition5 (see also Noonan 1985). I argue below that, while the 
distinction between serialization and subordination appears to be 
clearcut s:hen a subordinate clause is introduced by a complementizer 
(Comp) or any other grantnatical lllarker (e.g., the infinitive in Lat-
in), it is hard to sustain and even unnecessary in some other cases. 
The conception of SVC assumed in this paper (which makes allowance for 
structural and functional variation) suggests that complementation may 
represent that part of grantnar where subordination and serialization 
overlap, assuming that gr-anvnars are not monolithic.• 
The rPst of this paper is structured around a body of evidence 
and questions which call for a reassessment of the dominant conception 
of 'serialization' in studies of Atlantic creoles (Part 2) and lead to 
a tentative re-characterization of the strategy (Part 3). The phrase 
SVC is used here as a cover tern, for both those cases of serialization 
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involving only verbs and those involving non-verbal predicates. The 
tenns 'serial verb' and 'serial predicate' are used respel~tively for 
any verb and non-verbal predicates other than the first in a SVC. The 
first verbal or non-verbal predicate in a SVC will be called 'head.' 
2. The Gullah Data and the Africanist Conception of SVCs. 
2. l. The Starting Point 
M:r initial data, which are very similar to those most commonly 
discussed in creo]istics, are given in (1), in contrast h'ith cases of 
smbordination introduced by a Comp 12) and with cases of roordination 
( 3) :' 
(l)a. ,,r,\ngohom(JM) 
I ran home. 
b. /\ tan luk "P fa ha (JM) 
I turned [and] looked up for her. 
c. hi ~ d,: da hama on da, l ,g ba>) ba>) f :rks ,m :,n da haus 
tap rn kip ct'"I wakm (PR) 
He [was] up there, hammering on that leg, bang bang, 
fixing it and continuing to work. 
d. wa,Yt pipl bm ~ de: baY da pL-,rn waYn (PR! 
A. [There] were white people there buying plum ,,inf', 
B, White people were up there buying plum i-ine. 
e. hi drd tel s,n drs mm En trl /\ffi 1, da pipl go ILR) 
He did send this man and told him [to] let the people go, 
f. de kYa ""' draYv /\ffi (LR) They drove him. 
(2)a. ., traY ~ td ""' (JM) 
I tried to t<ell him. 
b, ,, hi, g rabat teYk srk 
hf'ard that Robert fell/took sick 
c. go si if y-i mama da horn 
Go (and) see if your mother is home. 
(3) d,t hatlrs trYk r taYm _m kuk (JM) 
That 'heartless' takes it time to cook. 
2.2. Serialization and Consecutivization 
According to the Africanist tradition, sentences such as the 
following constitute another category called 'consecutb·ization' and 
should, strictly speaking, be !fistinguished from the instances of 
serialization illustrated in (1): 
(4)a, hi k/\ffi kYa mi tad haspital (MI) 
He c,ame [and) carried/drove me to the hospital. 
b. d, ke: SQ d,: ~ pipl (LR) 
They can't go there [to/and] help people. 
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c. yu ke go ta n>u y::,k rn ster fa f:,tr yi,z k= bak (PR) 
you can go to New York and stay for forty years and come 
back. 
d. b:,Y tra> t fa:s /\lil l::,k Alli AP m da rum (JM) 
Boy tried to tie her up and lock her up in the room. 
e. ~i hie aks mi fa go (JM) 
She heard and asked me to go. 
The justification behind the distinction seems to be that the 
constructions in (1) correspond to single events and those in (4) to 
sequences of separate events. (See, e.g., Hyman 1971.) Although 
sentences such as below (and no doubt some of those in [1]) fall in 
the domain of boundary indeterminacy, one wonders whether the notion 
of what sequence constitutes a single event and what does not is not 
just an intuitive one without an independent validation mechanism, 
hence whether it is not subject to interindividual variation and not 
operational. Even if it were the kind of primitive that has interest-
ed philosophers of language since Kenny (1963) and Vendler (1967), one 
must wond,er \.:hether there is any cognitive constraint which precludes 
the constructions in (4) and (5) from being treated as single events: 
(5) kAmII) i:sta :,l A wi h= egz; / yi no / wi k>a i:t plU (LR) 
Coming on Easter, all of us have eggs ... you know •.. we 
carry and eat [them]. (LR) 
In studies of SVCs in creolistics, the above question has gener-
ally been by-passed by .the following kind of characterization: SVCs 
are sequences of VPs which describe events denoted by single verbs or 
combinations of verbs and prepositions in European languages. Aside 
from its colonial character,• the usefulness of this characterization 
seems dubious. For instance, the SVCs in Ila) and (le) may be claimed 
intuitivel~· to characterize single conflated events; however their 
English translations do not consistently correspond to single verbs. 
Reference to European languages is thus not as enlightening as sug-
gested by the characterization. Note also that while the English 
translation of the SVC in (la) is a single verb (by the process of 
lexical incorporation, in the tradition of generative semantics•), the 
French translation below calls for more than one clause, which ques-
tions again the characterization of serialization by the status of its 
translation: 
(6) Je suis alle a la maison en courant. 
I be/AUX go to the house in running 
Howe,·er, the verifiability of the notion of event is not the only 
problem. There is in a great deal of the literature no syntactic dis-
tinction, structural or otherwise, which may be associated with the 
distinction serialization vs. consecutivization. Only in some 
languages with some morphology are consecutive constructions 
associated with a conjunction-like affix on the serial verb or VP 
(e.g., Fe?fe? and Igbo, discussed by Hyman 1971; Old Irish, Middle 
Irish, and Hittite, discussed by Disterheft 1985, 1986a, 1986b). So 
for a large part of the literature the question arises of what the 
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motivation and the analytical rewards are for postulating a serial-
ization/consecutivization distinction. 
As shown above, there are no reliable semantic criteria for 
assuming the distinction in the absence of morphosyntaC'tic ones. What 
Disterheft (1986a: 295) observes below is equally significant: 
Whi Je consecutives may act like serials, the latter do not 
always texpress the semantic properties usually asrribed to them. 
In (7) the Akan serial expresses two distinct actions rather than 
a single one: 
(7) Kofi ak:, aba (Schachter 1974: 266) 
Kofi has-gone has-come 
Kofi has gone and came back. 
I suhnit that the serialization/consecutivization distinction be 
abandoned for those languages which present no morphosyntactic 
evidence for it. For reasons which, I hope, become clear belo"', I 
also propose that the term 'serialization', which means nothing more 
than sequencing, be retained for the union of the constructions illus-
trated in ( 1) , ( 4) and ( 5) • 
2. 3. The Status of the Shared !vP 
ThP.re is yet another problem. Consistently ><i th t.he .~fricanist 
trnrli tion, only eases of shared subjeet NP have been adduN'<i to this 
point.' 0 The question arises of whether the above constructions are 
that different. from those below where the shared argument is under-
stood as the subjeet. of the serial verb but as the object of the head 
verb. 
(8)a. ., ran, brII'.) mi S/l!lltm (JM) 
Ronnie [to] bring me something. 
b. .~ td ,\III filfil:> (LI</) 
J told him [to] stop. 
c. a fdo n,Ym mi krl d mll'l'l myul (EHl 
Ai A fell,;;:; nameime [as the] ki 11 [er of] t.he man's mule. 
Bl A fellow said I [had] killed the man's mule. 
d. pro tu)k A go d dakte fiks mrdrsin fa mi1 1 (JM) 
I think I'd go see the doctor to fix som<c medicine 
for me. 
These constructions share with those in ( 1) the foll rnci.ng char-
acteristics: al no connector (preposition/conjunct.ion or Comp) occurs 
between the serial verb and the head predicate; b) the serial verb has 
no overt subject NP;" c) the understood subject corre:-ponds to a N1' 
which is an argument of the head. The only difference li ,cc; in that 
this null subject does not correspond to the subject of thP head in 
(8). The question is whether this structural di fferenee and the fa.ct 
that the latter constructions are not implicative are signifi<'..ant 
enough. to restrict an otherwise more general constructinn whose pri-
mary feature appears to be the sequencing of PredPs (verh,1 and other-
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wise) without a connector between them, 
In other words, if it is justified to exclude the constructions 
in (8) because of the above reasons, then similar considerations must 
argue against identifying a class of SVCs as broad as suggested by the 
sentences in (1). Functionally or semantically, the serial verbs in 
(1) are not uniformly related to their heads. As argued below (Section 
2.6), neither is their structural relation to the head predicate uni-
form, If these differences are so significant here, then the emphasis 
should not be on serialization, which pertains to sequencing and would 
otherwise be a misnomer. Consequently, we might as well deal with the 
specific kinds only and invent other terms for these, I know of no 
non-arbitrary morphosyntactic criteria, which must be the primary con-
sideration, nor of any semantic ones for excluding the constructions 
in (8) from the general category of SVCs, The CO!llllOn features speci-
fied above militate instead for their inclusion, 
2. 4. Tense and Aspect in SVCs 
It has also been somewhat stipulated that serial verbs must have 
the same tense and aspect as their heads and these are specified only 
once in the construction, on the head predicate, This stance would 
exclude not only some of the constructions which Byrne (1987) has 
adduced fr001 Sarama=an and where the serial verb but not the head may 
be marked for tense, but also some of the constructions above, 13 For 
instance, in I8a) , the durative marker da delimits only the head and 
not the serial verb, In fact the latter is generally assuned to be 
tenseless in such a structural position, In Gullah, there are also 
constructions such as (le) and below where the serial verb is overtly 
marked for aspect but the preceding verb is not: 14 
(9)a. dapipld,: mdafi:ldawak 
The people were in the field, working, 
c. , hiEr hDII gr:n da tc:k (LW) 
I heard him again talking. 
These dsta raise the question of what serialization as sequencing 
of predicates has got to do with agreement in tense and aspect, even 
though this is often the case (especially where an implicative rela-
tion holds between the serial verb and the head), Except for the dif-
ference in aspect marking, these constructions are analogous to those 
already acknowledged as SVCs: the PredPs are sequenced without a con-
nector, and they share a NP which is understood as the subject of the 
serial verb. It seems arbitrary to exclude them, 
Of course the ssme data also raise the question of the scope of 
tense and aspect markers, especially when they appear before the head 
predicate. However, since the question does not seem to bear on the 
definition of serialization, it need not be addressed here. Byrne 
(this collection) addresses it, 
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2.5. Serialization and Auxlllatlon 
There seems to be a pattern which has excluded from the category 
of SVCs those constructions where the first verb may be interpreted to 
have an auxiliary-verb function in relation to the second verb. 15 One 
such construction is the following: 
(10) ID/\ s1st.1 go te:n d.> r;,le (JM) 
My sister will turn the roller. 
What is question-begging about this criterion is the apparently 
a-prioristic way in which the category of 'auxiliary verbs' has been 
assumed in creoles and other languages which utilize serialization, 
especially those with no inflectional morphology.•• For instance, 
note the syntactic similarity between the construction ga ta:n in (10) 
and the apparently SVC go sl 'go and see' in (8d), even though they 
are translated differently. However, Bendix (1972) suggests that when 
the intBrpretation (qua translation?) is different, we must be dealing 
with two different verbs in the first position and only the one that 
is not an auxiliary is involved in a SVC. As proposed in Section 2.2, 
there is no reason why semantics must be a component of th~ definition 
of serialization. After all, not all syntactic stratBgies have a 
semantic basis; see, for instance, the heterogeneity of facts covered 
by the that complementation in English!. 
Even though there are semantic constraints regarding which verbs 
or predicates may precede or follow htiich others, there seems to be no 
independent morphosyntactic evidence for assuming a priori, in the 
ca.se of Gullah, Atlantic creoles, and other serializing languages with 
no inflectional morphology, that some verbs are auxiliary and there-
fore cannot be used in a SVC. On the contrary, I would have expected 
serialization (more specifically, the kind corresponding to complemen-
tation -- discussed below in Section 2.7) to be the transitional 
strategy through which verbs such as go, used preverbal J ,·, i,;ould have 
acquired the putative status of auxiliary verb. (See, e.g., Givon 
1971 and Mufwene 1983). 
2.6. A.re SVCs Structurally Uniform? 
SVCs have generally been discussed as though they constituted a 
uniform type of syntactic structure. With few exceptions (e.g., 
Schachter 1974, Voorhoeve 1975, and Sebba 1987), most studies I know 
of have consistently assigned the same phrase structure to all SVCs. 
For instance, paL'El Jansen et al. (1978), Bickerton (19841 and Byrne 
(1987) assign to all their SVCs the following phrase structure: 
(11) [v, V (NP) [s• CCMP [s prOprox VP]]]l 7 
If the role of phrase structures is to illustrate the structural 
relations between the different constituents of a sentenee, hence to 
highlight differences in the syntactic functions of individual con-
stituents, the data presented so far certainly militate against as-
signing a uniform phrase structure to all SVCs. With the exception of 
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the constructions in (Sa-c) and (10), phrase structure (11) hardly 
represents the structural relations of most of the SVCs discussed so 
far, For instance, in the sample (la-c) the relation between the head 
predicate and the serial verb may be considered to be a simple juxta-
position of conjunct-like constituents, like in a coordinate construc-
tion.•• On the other hand, the serial verb in (lf) specifies the means 
of transportation, i.e., with an Snode which is a VP complement or 
adjunct, as below, rather than as a V complement, as in (11): 
(12) [,. VP [s• CX1'1P [s pro VP]]J 19 
This phrase structure may also be suitable for the SVC in ( 4b) , 
where the serial verb specifies the purpose of the motion, As indi-
cated in Mufwene (1989b), this phrase structure will in principle also 
allow the object of the serial verb to be fronted to the beginning of 
the whole sentence, as evidenced independently by sentences such as 
(13) from English: 
(13) What obscenities, did Carla walk out of here munbling ~ 
about Dick? 
The point is that the syntactic models used so far to describe 
SVCs require different phrase structures for different syntactic rela-
tions. Following them entails that different serial verbs must be 
assigned different structural relations to their heads, depending on 
whether they are interpreted as conjunct-like, adverbial-like, com-
plements, etc. Hence SVCs such as in the following sentences (with 
the same lexical items) not only are associated with different inter-
pretations and constituent orders but must be assigned different 
structural analyses, because the serial verb in each SVC just plays a 
different function. While t::,:k in ( 14a) is the object of dni, dN, in 
(14b) is conjunct-like and is not an object or any other complement of 
the head verb. In other words, the difference between the two sen-
tences involves more than change in the positions of the verbs. 
(14 )a. A [dNl [s• prq t::,:k]] 
have finished talking, 
b. A (vp (vp t::,:k] [vp dAn]J 
have spoken and finished [and don't intend to speak 
again], 
The above discussion is not, however, the only solution to these 
data, Alternatively, we could abandon the syntactic models alluded to 
here and their working assumptions altogether. For instance, we could 
claim, instead, that as a surface-structure phenomenon, SVCs stand 
somewhere between configurational and non-configurational syntax, 
though I find no justification for this departure from the tradition. 
(Hale's 1985 idea of 'secondary predication' without a fixed phrase 
structure is worthwhile considering in this connection,) Whichever 
way we go, though, some justification is required for the position, 
This paper simply shows that some of the literature seems to have 
assigned the structures quite arbitrarily and we should get out of 
this practice. 
may also be claimed 
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2. 7. SVC's and Complementation 
The set of constructions in ( 15) illustrates another kind of verb 
sequencing which Sinologists have acknowledged as SVC. I have gener-
ally not seen this discussed in the creolists' accounts of serializa-
tion, except for By,ne (1987). Seuren (1988, see also this collec-
tion) explicitly excludes it, claiming that it is a regular case of 
complementation. 
(J5)a. ,, w:'> go (c011111on) 
I want to go. 
b, /\ ="----"-'"-' ( COIIIIIOn) 
to talk. 
c. d, stat_ti•k ,,p d" m,mI (JM) 
They started to take up the money. 
d. ., , no frk',l. da bred wr w:,t" (JM) 
I don't kno>: how to bake bread >:ith water. 
The question is whether sc,rialization and complemc,ntation or 
subordination, with which complementation has been confused {cf. n. 
6), should be treated as having mutually exclusive structures. For 
instance, Haiman and Thompson ( 1984: 511) list the fo I lowing proper-
ties as typical of subordinaUon: 
l. Identity between the t..;o clauses of subject, tense, or mood 
2. Reduction of one of the clauses 
3. Grammatically signaled incorporation of one of the clauses 
4. Intonation linking bet>:een the two clauses 
5. One clause is within the scope of the other 
6. Absence of tense iconicity between the two clausPS 
7. Identity between the clauses of speech act perspective. 
It. is hard to assume that these properties are definitional. For 
instance, there are sul:xni:linate clauses which are not redueed, espe-
eially those ,-;hich are finjte. Regarding tense and mond, infinitival 
clauses in English pose problffi!s. In constructions such as I ,.ant Jg 
get into_ this me,tter, the infinitival clause, underlined, is said to 
be tensc•less, at least morphologically. Also, as far as l kno«, t,he 
infinitive is a different mood from the indicative. Jn addition, in a 
sentence Ruch as I expect them 
ria, the infinitival clause 
state of expecting, even though the 
morphologically tenseless. 
However. leaving this criticism aside, it is hard to miss the 
fact that most of these features apply also to SVCs. E,,en though B:,-rne 
(1987) claims that in Saramaccan some serial verbs may hilH' their own 
subjects, most of the SVCs discussed in the literature share property 
1 "'ith Hai.man and Thompson's subordinate clauses. They also share 
properties 2 and 4, and, even in assuming the Byrne-Bi<'kPrton phrase 
structure, also prop<"rty 5. 2 0 There are also SVCs such as in ( 1) 
which share property 7 with subordination. So the only differences 
between this and serialization seem to lie with property :3 and appar-
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ently also property 6, if we rule out, or treat as exceptional, some 
of the Sarama.ccan SVCs discussed by Byrne (see also Boretzky 1988 for 
Ewe) in which tense is borne by the serial verb but not by the head 
predicate. !According to Boretzky, such SVCs are highly constrained, 
depending on what heads a particular SVC in Akan languages. These 
properties are of course not those that distinguish complements from 
other subordinate clauses. I do not, however, see any formal property 
which may be adduced to distinguish complements from SVCs. Nor do I 
see what is to be gained in assuming that this distinction is syntac-
tic (regarding here the structural arrangement of word-size and larger 
constituents in sentences) rather than the kind of distinction pro-
posed inn. 6.. That is, the notion of 'complement' has to do with 
function while, those of 'serialization' and 'subordination' have to do 
with arrangement and status of PredPs and clauses. Otherwise, the no-
tions overlap in what they were intended to do in grwm,atical theory. 
<Ale might still disp.ite the conclusion that property 3, the most 
reliable onP so far, helps tell subordination from serialization. It 
may be claimed that the following underlined clauses in English do not 
have a marker signalling their incorporation in the larger sentence 
and subordination to the higher verb: 
(16)a. They made him reveal everything. 
b. Bill saw Jane and Paul leave Larry's room in a hurry. 
You might help me solve this problem."· 
<Ale way to salvage the operationality of property 3 is to argue 
that the infinitive in English is marked by a zero affix on the verb 
and thus the zero affix is as much a grM111atical marker of subordina-
tion as any other overt marker. No such null marker need then be 
assumed of the connection between Pred.Ps in serialization, Conse-
quently, no fU'1P should be provided in J'.*lrase structures such as (11) 
and (12) above. However, things are getting fuzzy here and I hope 
future studies will clarify what actually distinguishes the cases of 
subordination in ( 16) from cases of serialization. Assuming that the 
infinitive is a different mood, indicated in English by a zero marker, 
mood may be <eonsidered a useful criterion in the distinction. Serial-
ization may require that all PredPs involved in the construction be in 
the same mood; subordination may, on the other hand, make no such a 
requirement. There might even be some additional language-specific 
conditions, such as suggested by the following of the many examples 
discussed by PuJlum (1990), assuming that constructions such as go 
get, come get, and help get are SVCs. The underlinings are mine: 
(17)a. ""'""'-"= with me. 
b. you to ~ the paper. 
c. *Everyday my son goes get the paper. 
d. •Everyday my son goes gets the paper. 
Ioonicity in the sequencing of PredPs relative to the states of 
affairs they describe is certainly an important consideration though 
not in the way fornrulated by Haiman and Thompson for property 6. The 
syntactic and tense relations of subordinate clauses to their main 
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clauses need not be iconic relative to the states of affairs they des-
cribe; those of SVCs apparently must be. As Tai (1985) observes, in 
the absence of fixed structural and morphological patterns, iconicity 
constraints and pragmatics keep things manageable. (See also Li and 
Thompson 1978.) Note that, after all, the gl'8lllllatical signals only 
reflect what conceptually precedes and could be expressed in a variety 
of ways: states of affairs in the speakers' experiences and how they 
are related to one another. This observation has nothing to do with 
the assumption by some creolists (notably, Bickerton 1981, 1984) that 
in the developnent of languages, serialization precedes subordination. 
(See also Manessy 1985 for a similar criticism.) There is no convinc-
ing evidence for this assumption even in the creoles that Bickerton 
based his assumption on. Byrne ( 1987) and Muysken ( 1987) show clearly 
that SVCs in Saramaccan alternate with prepositional constructions, 
disputing Bickerton's assumption that serialization serves to mark 
Case in the absence of prepositions in radical or stereotypic creoles, 
which use them. 
2 , 8. Possible Constrain ts on S!,'Cs 
One last question may be addressed here, viz., what kinds of pre-
dicates (verbal and non-verbal) may be used in SVCs and in what order? 
Most discussions of serialization have dwelled on events, i.e., ACTION 
ACTION sequences. Sentences (9) illustrate that ACTION - STATE 
sequences are possible, assuming here, as in Mufwene (1984), that the 
durative or progressive aspect is the granmatical means of expressing 
st:ativity with verbs which do not l'.'al1k high on the scale of lexical 
stativity. There are also sentences such as (lc&d), (4c), and (14) 
which illustrate STATE - ACTI<~ sequences. 
Constructions such as in (la), rm go, and in (le), da ham<> ... 
filrs Am, are quite conm:mly cited, with the additional interest that 
the rert which corresponds to the rerticipial adjunct in either French 
or En.dish comes first instead of second (while the vast majority of 
R::s are SVO languages). However I sentence ( 1 f) illustrates with ~ a 
dra, v that the adverbial component may follow. This shows that, even 
semantically or functionally, things in serialization are far from 
being either uniform or homogeneous. 
3. Conclusions 
A number of other questions could have been addressed above which 
conventional limitations of space will not allow me to pursue here, 
for instance, what is the evolutionary and developnental significance 
of serialization among the strategies of complex-sentence formation in 
Gullah and creoles in general, and what are the different kinds of 
semantic functions most often assumed by serial verbs and why? This 
will be addressed in future stages of research on serialization. Suf-
fice it to say that, like other creoles, Gullah also has SVCs (contra-
ry to m;y asstmiption before researching for this psper) , and we can 
learn something from the sample presented here, 
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Based on the discussion above (Section 2,1-2.7), it seems that 
the term 'serialization' applies to a heterogeneity of syntactic rela-
tions and semantic functions. This is not to say that these facts 
share nothing gratm1atically, On the contrary, the paper has argued 
that what the different SVCs share is a particular type of linearity, 
viz., the sequencing of predicates or PredPs without an overt marker 
of either subordination or coordination and the fact that each serial 
predicate shares a NP (which functions as its subject) with the pre-
ceding predicate. Iconicity in the sequencing of the constituents of 
a SVC relative to the states of affairs they describe appears to be 
significant, along with the sharing of mood and tense; however, noth-
ing seems to argue for the sharing of aspect. It is possible that 
when tens., is expressed only once and is borne only by the serial 
predicate, ;.;e may be dealing with some (highly) constrained exceir 
tions, as suggested by Boretzky (1988), However, future research, 
such as by B)rne (this collection) on tense spreading will shed light 
on the subject-matter, There is already crosslinguistic variation 
regarding whether or not verbs inflected with tense may participate in 
serialization. For instance, they do not in Ki tuba but do in Lin.gala 
(Mufwene 1990:102; Mufwene and Dijkhoff 1989:326-28). 
The fact that the shared NP is sometimes the subject of the head 
predicate and at some others its object seems to be irrelevant to the 
definition of serialization. As a special kind of linearity, serial-
ization is in itself a gratm1atic,al phenomenon of interest; after all, 
syntax is not only about phrase structure and function of constitu-
ents, it is also about haw constituents (word-size ones in the present 
case) are sequenced. Serialization highlights variation regarding 
whether a connector is or is not used in complex-sentence formation 
strategies. Any definition of it in general that invokes semantics or 
phrase structure appears to be arbitrary and not to take all the facts 
into consideration. Most of the definitions used so far have been too 
restrictive. 
Notes 
*This study was made possible by a grant from the National 
Science Foundation {BNS-8519315) to study Gullah morphosyntax. 
1. See, e.g., Stahlke (1970), Hyman (1971), Awobuluyi (1973), 
Bamgbose (1973, 1982), Lord (1973, 1976, 1982), Oyela.ran (1982), and 
Manessy (1985), On the other hand, there are some exceptions to this 
generalization, e.g., Pulleyblank (1988), 
2. To keep the list short, only a sample of studies w~ich are 
specifically or predominantly on SVCs are cited here, 
3. Emphasis is placed here on the syntactic aspect of the defi-
nition, which this paper intends to highlight as the definitional 
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and most important facet of serialization. Other specifics are dis-
cussed below. 
4. The ellipsis stands for the following part of his defini-
tion, which is rather irrelevant: 'and exhibiting zero anaphora.,' In 
fact it is rather disputable for those like myself who assume that 
there is no uniform syntactic structure for SVCs and for those like 
McCswley (1988) who assume that conjoined and presumably coordinate-
like structures involve no null anaphora.. 
5, The term 'preposition' is used in this definition as sub-
suming also subordinating conjunctions, treated in, e.g., r-k:,Cawley 
(1988) as prepositions with sentential complements. 
6. As shown in Mufwene (1888, to appear), a number of strate-
gies in grwm,sr overlar, suggesting that grammars are not structured 
like monolithic sculptures, where lines and cuts do not overlap, At 
least for the purposes of this paper, I assume that the term 'subor-
dinate' has a strictly syntactic function, whereby a clause is given 
a secondary status, as with adverbial clauses. The term 'complement' 
means primarily 'that which makes a thing complete,' suggesting that 
its absence from some constructions may produce oddity. These terms 
are not semantically coextensive, For instance, in English, adver-
bial clauses introduced by conjunctions are both subordinate clauses 
(with the conjunction serving as the subordinator) and complements 
of the conjunctions. However, participial clauses are morphologic-
ally marked as subordinate while they are complements of nothing. 
7. Most of the data discussed here are cited from tape recor-
dings of spontaneous speech. The parenthesized initials identify 
the speakers. Those which are not so identified have been elicited. 
The transcription is phonetic. The underscore identifies the rele-
vant sequence of predicates in SVCs (1), the relevant Comps (2), or 
the relevant coordinator (3), 
8. This reflects the failure of many studies to consider new 
data independently of the Inda-European linguistic categories in 
which we have received most of our training. (See Mufwene 1989a for 
a detailed discussion.) 
9, See, e.g., Talmy {1975) for a discussion of this lexical 
process. 
10. Voorhoeve (1975:24) is quoted by Sebba (1987) to stipulate 
that VP2 accepts the nearest NP as subject... In creole studies, 
they and Seuren are among the few exceptions to the observation made 
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here. 
11. There is another reason why some creolists would not iden-
tify this c,0nstruction as serial: it is not implicative (see, e.g., 
Seuren 1988), nor is si a control verb, However, these semantic 
considerations seem to be a prioristic, Like the other semantic 
evidence considered so far, they fail to have a syntactic correlate 
which justifies the restriction. 
12. According to Lefebvre (1988), it is, instead, the serial 
verb that has an overt argument and the preceding verb lacking one. 
The proposal is, however, in violation of the c-coumand constraint 
on anaphora, as more accurately reformulated by Reinhart (1983), 
viz., 
1In any labeled tree, a node X c-conmands a node X• if and only 
if X' is dominated by the lowest node of a major category (i.e. 
S, NP, or X') that dominates X1 , or by a modifier of that node, 
13. From a syntactic point of view, I asstune that even in iso-
lating languages tense and aspect markers qua predicate modifiers 
form with the predicates which they modify units of the same gram-
matkal category. For the purposes of this study, these combina-
tions count as one predicate and thus qualify for serialization. 
14. Bendix (1972) is to my knowledge the only other study 
(aside from B:,rne 1987) which would recognize the constructions in 
(9) as SVCs. 
15. Bendix (1972) excludes them explicitly, and this is one of 
the negative C'riteria listed by Jansen et al. (1978) for the identi-
fication of a SVC. 
16. See Manessy (1985) for a criticism of Jansen et al. (1978) 
in this regard. 
17. Sebba (1987) also adopts this phrase structure as a kind of 
=te-basket analysis for non-coordinating SVCs, a mixed bag which 
he charact.~rizes as "subordinating. 0 
18. Co-ordination itself is semantically a mixed bag with 
regard to the temporal relation of the events to one another. How-
ever, this may be disregarded here, since this paper shows that 
syntax is what makes serialization different from other strategies 
for forming complex sentences. 
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19, I am not certain that a CCMP is required in this structure; 
further research will determine this, The reason for the uncertainty 
is that SVCs are distinguished from other types of complex sentences 
by the absence of an overt connector, including a Canp, between 
PredPs (certainly incomplete clauses in some cases), However, this 
does not necessarily preclude positing an underlying CCMP where oth-
er language-internal evidence (e.g., the structures of interrogative 
clauses or of embedded clauses with an overt Canp) may suggest the 
presence of a CCMP that must be empty in the surface structure of a 
SVC. 
20. Assuming McCawley's (1988) account of coordinate structures 
by factoring out shared constituents (without positing a null anaph-
or in conjuncts other than the first), SVCs with conjunct-like seri-
al verbs do not count for property 2. However, this very considera-
tion that excludes them brings them closer to coordinate structures, 
suggesting that SVCs are like other better established syntactic 
constructions in a number of ways. 
____ 
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